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Duncan and Susan’s Road Trip

While on a road trip, Duncan and Susan
stopped at a roadside restaurant for
lunch. After finishing their meal, they left
the restaurant, climbed on their bike and
resumed their trip. When leaving, Susan
unknowingly left her glasses on the table,
and she didn't miss them until they had
been riding for about forty minutes.

By then, to add to the aggravation, they
had to ride quite a distance before they
could find a place to turn around, in order
to return to the restaurant to retrieve her
glasses.

All the way back, Duncan was the classic
grouchy old man. He fussed and
complained at Susan relentlessly during the
entire return ride. The more he chided her,
the more agitated he became. He just
wouldn't let up for a single minute.

To Susan’s relief, they finally arrived at
the restaurant. As Susan climbed off the
bike and hurried inside to retrieve her
glasses, Duncan yelled to her, "While you're
in there, you might as well get my hat and
credit card."

Hey All,

Happy September! We’ve had a great summer of
riding so far this year. It makes last year look like
crap…. Wait a minute, last year WAS crap!

Many of us have managed to put quite a few
kilometres on our bikes this year. However, we’ll all
have a hard time beating Leo’s total mileage this
year. It seems that he has managed to practically
live on his bike. He has ridden to both the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans this year… I’m only a little
jealous. Lets hope that we get a couple of more
months of great riding weather.

In the newsletter this month I’ve included some
information on using Canadian credit cards in the
U.S. to pay for your gas at the pump. And in a
related story, another issue that is spreading across
Canada at this time, and is supposedly because of
credit card security issues, etc., is that some oil
companies will only let you use your credit card for
ONE PURCHASE PER DAY.

They say that this is to protect the station owner
having to pay for gas that is “purchased” by thieves
using stolen credit cards. Apparently the card
holder is protected from having to pay for any
purchases if they report their stolen card, but the
station owners end up paying for the fuel.

Apparently this is starting to happen across the
country and was implemented without notification
to card holders. If anyone has more information on
this please let me know and I’ll pass it along…. RW

Milestone Moment!
I know that some riders

like to trade their bikes
every two years or so,
however my 2005 Yamaha
V-Star 1100 is still doing
me proud. She just rolled
150,000 km and is running
Strong!



Visitors from out West

Leo (the Rain Man) meets Mark (the Rain King)!
Swapping stories about riding in the rain no doubt!

Renee and Mark (aka Belt Drive Betty and The Rain King)
stopped in Thunder Bay, on August 18th, on their trip to the east
coast. Coming into town through Kakabeka Falls they stopped
and talked to a group of our Retreads who just happened to be
having ice cream at the time… what a surprise…

Renee and Mark are on their road trip spreading awareness of
the Foundation for Injured Riders, Rights & Education. They
also have a National Downed Riders hotline & Never Ride
Alone Program. Check it out at: 1-866-315-1013 (F.I.R.R.E.)
www.firre.ca

Rides and
Rallies

These Dates and Locations
are subject to change so

please check the event web
sites for any last minute

changes.

Sept 11, 2010 - Observation Ride & CORN ROAST/BBQ , at Mike Foreman’s Estate
Sept 10 – 26 - Motorcycle Cannonball Coast to Coast Vintage Motorcycle Race
Sept 18, 2010 - Toys for Tots, Thunder Bay, Ontario
Sept 18. 2010 - Retreads Corn Roast @ Kakabeka Legion, starts at 5:30 and runs till the

live band goes home…open to all, $10.00/person, just email
Barb at barbmidg@tbaytel.net or call & leave a message at 623-1980, we
need to know how many to cook for!

October 22 - Harley Owner Group Bike-Tober Fest Steak Dinner @ the P.A. Prosvita Hall

Nov 6, 2010 - Thunder Bay HOG Chapter’s 20th Birthday Party @ the Victoria Inn-Chicago Joe’s

Dec 4, 2010 - Merry Motorcycle Christmas Party Dinner and Dance @ Prince Arthur Hotel
Dec 24, 2010 - Thunder Bay Harley’s Christmas Eve Party – at Thunder Bay Harley-Davidson
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Pay at the pump is a system used at some filling stations where
customers can pay for their fuel by inserting a credit or debit card into a
slot on the pump, bypassing the requirement to make the transaction
with the station attendant or to walk away from one's vehicle.

If you’ve done any travelling at all you will know how convenient and
quick this system is. As with everything, there are two sides to this issue.
Motorists love the system because it is a quick, simple and easy way to
pay for your gas. Station owners hate it because they are losing money
because they're now not selling you soft drinks, chips, candy or other
foods that they typically make their profit on. When it comes to pay at the
pump, gas stations stand to lose quite a bit of money. But that’s a
philosophical question that I’m not prepared to get into. I want to talk
about the problems that we (mostly Canadians) are having at some of the
gas stations in the U.S.

Unfortunately, due to computer fraud, gas and dash, credit card fraud,
the number of stolen credit cards each year, oil companies and gas station
owners are starting to implement some security protocols on their “Pay at
the Pump” computer programming.

Pay at the pump? It’s getting harder.

What you’ll find at some pumps now if you try to use a credit card is that a
message will come up on the screen asking you to enter your Zip Code. That’s okay
if you live in the states and you have a five-number zip code, but what if you live
in Canada and your Postal Code is P7B5E7? Short answer is that you’re beat and
you have to go into the station to prepay for your gas. This is truly a pain in the
rump when you’re looking for $6.00 worth of gas for your bike.

We ran into this most recently on our recent ride down to North and South
Carolina where we encountered this problem continuously. I’ve searched for
solutions to this problem, even sending the question out across the internet and,
again, as with everything I got a full spectrum of replies. Some have never heard of
the problem, some say it is only at very few stations (not true), some think the issue
doesn’t even exist (where do they live?). Anyway, the problem does exist and is
only going to get worse.

So what do we do? The following is the best work-around that I have come
across and came from a Canadian that winters down in Nevada (and swears that it
works) and I was told the same solution from a service representative at Master
Card.

When you use your Canadian credit card and the screen is asking you for a Zip
Code you can punch in the NUMBERS that are in your postal code and add two
zero’s at the end (in my case P7B5E7 would turn into 75700). This is supposed to
work, just make sure that you know the exact postal code that is on the bill that you
get for that particular credit card. Otherwise it won’t work.

And if anyone knows any more about this send the info to me and I’ll pass it along.



I left the shores of Superior at Silver Bay, and rode through a
Minnesota State Forest to Hibbing, which was a nice relaxing ride.

Riding from Bismarck to Sturgis on the back roads was great with the
long vistas, good roads, and small authentic towns. Deer can be seen
for miles as there is no bush to hide them. There is no traffic on these
roads at all. This was probably the most enjoyable part of the trip. If I
were staying in motels I would plan to stay in a tiny town of Isabel,
SD, at State roads 65 and 20. Isabel had a rough looking five room
motel, and a very inviting restaurant nearby. I regretted riding
through, as I passed a couple sitting outside drinking beer, enjoying
the sunset, while I continued into the wilderness, and my camping on
top of a hill in a thunderstorm. The town itself was bypassed by any
progress in the past forty years.

The Black Hills was a good place to go to escape the heat. I rode most
of the roads except Nemo Road which turnoff I missed and ended up
in Rapid City. Custer State Park, Wildlife Loop was my favourite,
along with the Spearfish Canyon.

I quickly found how to enter Sturgis and completely avoid traffic,
and to gas up the night before and not in the morning. I ended up
riding as everyone else, with no protection, but I did keep the
helmet. Most people wore nothing on their heads, a few wore the half
helmet, but only I wore the full face type. I would ride into Sturgis in
shorts, short sleeves, and sandals, not quite in style, but cool. I found
Sturgis a very lively place, like I have never seen before, basically one
big party, full of interesting characters. I was impressed by the custom
bikes being judged and by the bikes of some of the visitors.

In Keystone I returned to my illegally parked bike, in front of a
restaurant, as the policeman was looking at the plates, with his tickets
in hand. He asked me if it was my bike, and commented with a smile
"nice bike“. There was a large audience sitting outside and observing
this and laughing at my predicament. I told him that I lost my map
and went looking for a replacement, to which he told me to go. My
audience erupted into loud cheers. Five minutes later, up the hill, I
made a U-turn on a red light to avoid entering into a clogged Mt
Rushmore parking lot. As I completed my turn, I saw the motorcycle
cop U-turning after me. He followed me down the hill, as I cursed
myself for so quickly getting into trouble. The policeman turned on
his lights, sounded his horn, and just passed me.

I only saw two KLR's and they were travelling together, not a bad
idea for sharing tools and spares. My KLR did good, but lacked speed
on the interstate, the bike was also affected by transports and cross
winds. The seat did get to me after a couple of days of riding. As I
forgot my throttle rocker, I ended up with a sore wrist by the time I got
to Sturgis. Fortunately I found a new one there. I found that I would
reach the reserve 100 km sooner while riding the interstate at 110-115
km/h, versus city and slow highway riding. I emptied the main tank
twice, and got skilled at finding the reserve switch while riding. It is
easy to run out gas in the back roads of N and S Dakota, as the gas
stations are not too many.

I felt fortunate to have returned in one piece and without at least a bit
of road rash. I had commented to my neighbours in Sturgis how well
the riders rode despite the amount of drinking they were doing. It
appears I was wrong as nine lost their lives just over half way through
the event.

Emir

Two Stories from Sturgis 2010

Sturgis bound, we left Thunder Bay, August 7th
on a chilly early morning. We met up with Dave
and Michelle Harel, enroute from Ottawa. We saw
all the sights, Mitchell Corn Palace, Wall Drug,
Mount Rushmore, Crazy Horse, Deadwood,
etc...We also went horseback riding in the Black
Hills, got tattooed, met loads of wonderful people
and more!

Dave and Michelle celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary on August 10th. Toni was amazed at
the sights and the number of people, I was amazed
at the way it has changed over the last 20 years.
Our bikes ran great, and the weather was hit and
miss. Sunny, hot, rainy and windy. Some road
construction, but a wonderful trip for us!

Ken and Toni

Emir

Ken and Toni Dave and Michelle



Looking for a trike or want to convert your bike to three wheels?

I was sent this article that was published in the Winnipeg Sun about Griffin Trikes. The shop is owned and operated
by Tim (Black Bison), who is also President of the Northern Stars of Manitoba. He wanted to let everyone know that
they have now set up partnerships that will enable them to do trike conversions on pretty much any brand of bike:
Harley, Victory, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Honda, Suzuki, Indian, and even BMW. They can also have your bike picked up
and shipped back from anywhere in Canada.



Here is something else that is new and exciting!

Have you ever wanted to own a piece of
motorcycle history? Have you ever wanted to
own a classic, antique or vintage motorcycle?

It seems that the Timeless Motor Company has
the answer for you. This company is down in El
Paso Texas and they are building some of the
most authentic vintage motorcycles ever
reproduced.

The origin of these incredible reproductions
started ten years ago with Mike Hanlon. He is a
master mold maker, machinist, and all around
motorcycle enthusiast. Mike became fascinated
with the unbelievable quality and tolerances of
the castings that were taken for granted as
standard practice a hundred years ago and as
result developed a fascination for the early single
cylinder motorcycles that borders on the
obsessive.

These motorcycles scream authenticity from
the many brass polished accents, the authentic
white button tread tires, the thick leather belt
drive and the numerous original cast
components. These collectible masterpieces are
now available to the public in an affordable price
range.

Choose from the glory of the past Board Track
model, the original Classic Street version, or his
newest addition, The Timeless Dream.

Their bikes can be bought either as a kit or
completely finished.

Classic Street Bike

Board Track Racer

These bikes look gorgeous, and they’re priced
between $9,000.00 and $10,000.00 US. Check
them out at: www.timelessmotorcompany.com

Timeless Dream



Day 1: Gone Biking! 18 days of motorcycle madness, Thunder
Bay to Victoria then California then home. Today we made it to
Winnipeg with some rain along the way, Leo is keeping his title
of "The Rain man".

Day 2: of the trip and we are in Moose Jaw Sask. The wind has
been brutal, but we are still having a great time. Drumheller
tomorrow.

Day 3: We left Moose Jaw bright and early Sunday morning. The
day started sunny but soon change to cloudy and cool. It stayed
like this until noon, only a little rain. We went to the Royal Tyrell
Museum and it was good. The ride up highway 56 was great,
rolling hills, big sweepers for corners and great scenery. The
smell of the crops was so thick you could taste it. What a great
day.

Day 4: We made it to Merritt BC today. It started off shitty, cold
and raining until Calgary, then more cold all morning and rain
off and on until we got to Roger's Pass. By the time we hit
Revelstoke we were down to T Shirts, looking back I should have
kept my pants on. From then on it was sunshine and +30c. We
took hwy 5a from Kamloops to Merritt, best ride of the day.

Day 5: We are in Langley BC today and will be here until
Saturday morning. We will be touring around the area and
hanging out at my Mom's house. The ride in today was great.
Lots of sunshine. The tunnels along highway one were way cool.
A great place to "rap the pipes".

Day 7: Yesterday we rode around Langley in the morning and
were visiting with family in the afternoon and night. Today we
toured the Sunshine Coast. We had lunch at Molly's Reach and
cruised B.C. Highway 101. It was a great day for motorcycling.

Day 8: This is our last night in Langley. In the morning we are
taking the ferry to Victoria, for 2 days. Today we rode up to
Whistler. Very busy place. People from all over the world are
there hiking, camping, mountain biking etc. It was good ride but
we hit rush hour on the way back. What took 20 minutes in the
morning took 2 hours in the afternoon. It was as bad as Toronto's
traffic.

Day 9: After 2 days on the ferry (not really) we are in Victoria. My
brother Jamie met us near the terminal and took us on a little
ride. We are going downtown tonight and touring around the
Island tomorrow. So far it's been a great trip.

Day 10: Today my brother John went back to the mainland,
something about having to work?? WTF?? My brother Jamie took
us to the most southerly point on the Island, twisty roads and a
cool ocean breeze made this a great ride. At the beach we stopped
at the tide was coming in. It was cool to see how fast the water
comes in. Really early tomorrow morning we catch the ferry to
Port Angeles USA and start Highway 101.

Bob and Leo’s Big Adventure

Taking a break in Saskatoon

Leo before morning coffee
(reminds me of my Mother In Law)



Day 11: We are in Newport OR tonight and it's freezing cold. 52f or
about 11c. Foggy and cold, salt mist from the ocean is covering my
bike and face shield. The road, hwy 101, is great. Fantastic scenery
with ocean views and forests. The giant redwoods are coming
tomorrow. Looking forward to it warming up. 90f in Reno today.

Day 12: Cool again today but a totally awesome ride. The Oregon
mountain tops were covered in fog so riding through them was
wild. The road was clear but the sides and top were fog, like a fog
tunnel. We crossed into California about 3 PM and rode through the
giant redwood forest. Fantastic! We are in Fortuna now and will be
heading for Reno in the morning.

Day 13: the ride today was great! We started off going through
more of the giant redwoods, crossed the mountains and finished in
the desert. The first half hour was cool and then it got hot, Redding
CA, was in 100's at 13:00, they tell me it's normal and not really hot
yet. Some of the mountain roads were steeper and sharper than
Needles and Iron Mountain highways. We head for Salt
Lake tomorrow.

Day 14: A long ride today, over 900km. Hot and sunny most of the
day, we had a little sprinkle about 14:30 but only for a few minutes,
just a nice cool off. Good riding on Highway 50. Now I know why
it's called the "Loneliest road in America". Not much on it, kind'a
like home but hotter. More of the sharp cornered mountain roads
and long straight flat desert highways. A long day tomorrow too,
SLC to Douglas WY 850km'ish. Good thing I have a good saddle.

Day 15: All went well today. We rode the interstate to Rawlings
then turned off it and to Casper and on to Douglas. Good riding
though a little boring after the west coast and Rockies. We stopped
at the only flaming Harley shop anywhere, "Flaming Gorge" Harley,
Gorge not George. Flaming George was in an eighties band. The
Black Hills and Sturgis on Saturday, then sadly the journey home.

Day 16: Today we rode the Black Hills. Drove through Custer park
and Needles highway. Then we went to Sturgis for the afternoon,
had a beer at the Knuckle, checked out the shops and are now in
Rapid City. What did you do today SARA? Make cookies?

Day 17: It's almost over. Only the ride home left, about 9 hours
tomorrow. Today was hot and sunny, really hot. By 9am it was 81f.
Nothing exciting on the ride here, all of it done on the interstate,
kind of a boring way to go but it fast. Same thing tomorrow until the
interstate ends at Duluth. Hopefully highway 61 will be cool.

Day 18: This is the end, we made it home. Cloudy and a bit of rain at
the start of the day but mostly it was nice. Lots of road construction
around Duluth, avoid using 35. OK Sara, no more trip clips, for now.
Anyone interested in a weekend cruise around MN on the labour
Day weekend?

OK, this is the last report on the bike trip. Total distance driven by
me was 11,001km. That is from leaving my house to returning to it.
Looks like it's time to change the oil again, and take a good look at
the tires.


